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On the last day of her junior year at
Lesterville High, Charysse DiGregorio gets
a letter that changes her life: an invitation
to take the one coveted spot in the senior
class at the prestigious Eichorn High
School in Wakefield, Massachusetts.
Nicknamed IQ High because of its highly
gifted student body, Eichorn seems to be
the perfect home for Charysse, who leaves
behind her lifelong best friend Bonnie and
the stigma of being the smartest kid in
school. Charysse finds instant acceptance
among a group of fellow Transfers: Marty
Kosh, who creates intricate mazes; the
Achearn twins
Lotus, a stylish and
carefree
artist,
and
her
sister
Chrysanthemum, a successful poet; and
Candice, a plain Jane who hungers to be a
part of the popular clique. When Charysse
captures the interest of class heartthrob
Shane McKenna, she makes an enemy of
classmate Mackenzie Cole. Mackenzies
hostility escalates into a cruel prank with
repercussions that show the young geniuses
that intelligence requires more than good
grades, and true friendship leaves nothing
to the imagination.

IQ Test Score Guide - Thanks for the A2A ! Short Answer : Yes ! It is. An IQ of 122 definitely puts you in the top
10% percentile. ie. you are smarter than 9 out of 10 people on the planet. The International High IQ Society - Sign-up
Images for IQ High Usually its not that big of a deal. Warning: hypocrisy incoming :) First, to address the inevitable I
have what most would consider a high IQ. I test in the top 1% in The 10 Highest IQs in History - TheRichest IQ
scoring works like this: The median score is 100. If a whole bunch of people took the same test as you, most of them
would be pretty close to 100. Every 15 High IQ society - Wikipedia Anybody with very high IQ, they have the ability
to manipulate, process and interpret information at a deeper level and a higher speed than the to cultural bias), there is
certainly a correlation between high IQ scores and intelligence in action. These are the 10 highest IQs ever recorded. IQ
classification - Wikipedia The largest online High IQ Society. Open to those with an IQ of 124 or higher. Members
participate in forum discussions on anything and can advance their Mensa International: What is Mensa? Take our
fast, free and accurate online IQ test to get your IQ score quickly and their older siblings died score higher on IQ tests
than their younger brothers.. What Is An IQ Test? What Is A High IQ Score? - i3 Mindware Pages in category High
IQ societies. The following 6 pages are in this category, out of 6 total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn
more). IQ Scale Find your IQ Score Brain Metrix A high IQ society is an organization that limits its membership to
people who have attained a specified high score on an IQ test. The oldest, largest, and What does an IQ of 160 mean? Quora IQ classification is the practice by IQ test publishers of labeling IQ score ranges with category . contacted again
(503 students) were retested at high school age, they were found to have dropped 9 IQ points on average in
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StanfordBinet IQ. What is it like to have an extremely high IQ? - Quora About 2% of the population has an IQ score
lower than 69. Such a low IQ score often is hard to measure using a regular intelligence test. Very high IQ scores are
What your IQ score doesnt tell you - IQ scale. What does the IQ scale measure? What is an average score? How high
can an IQ be? Here are some answers to these and other questions. First of all - 100% Free High-range IQ Testing!
High Range IQ test is only for people with GENIUS IQ who have been gained highest IQ scores. The test can measure
the IQ level of 172 SD 15 and totally Free. Free IQ Test - Fast, Free and Accurate Online IQ Test Researchers at
the University of Rochester have found that a high IQ brain is better able to block out larger or more irrelevant images
when Intellectual giftedness - Wikipedia A high IQ society is an organization that aims to limit its membership to
people who are within a certain high percentile of IQ test results. Insecure people who News for IQ High The largest
online High IQ Society. Open to those with an IQ of 124 or higher. Members participate in forum discussions on
anything and can advance their Mensa Canada The High IQ Society The bilingual site for Mensa Canada. There are
puzzles, announcements of upcoming events, membership criteria and Mensa paraphernalia for sale in the High IQ
society - RationalWiki Universities use IQ tests (e.g. SAT entrance exams) to select students, companies use IQ tests
(job aptitude tests) to screen applicants, and high IQ societies What Different IQ Scores Mean - Wilderdom What is
a good IQ score? What is a high IQ score? What is a low IQ score? These are common questions, particularly after
someone finds out The International High IQ Society - Landing Page People with high IQs really DO see the
world differently - Daily Mail Reading through the answers makes it seem like you are going to have a miserable life. .
You move into an environment with other high IQ people, e.g. if you excel in the visual x speed component, I highly
recommend you to apply as a fighter Category:High IQ societies - Wikipedia A list of high IQ societies and how to
qualify for groups like MENSA, The Giga Society, The Pars Society, The Mega Foundation and Mysterium.
Interpretation of an IQ score - 123Test Being talented with creativity and easy to find logical patterns, Ive managed to
create IQ tests during the years and some of them has turned out to be very good. High Range IQ test, Highest IQ
scores, GENIUS IQ Test - Free IQ Test Recently, scientists discovered a quirky side effect to having a high IQ: You
tend to stay up until later hours and get up later in the morning. IQ scale Mensa is the largest and oldest high IQ society
in the world. It is a non-profit organization open to people who score at the 98th percentile or higher on a What is
considered a good IQ? - Quora Mensa, the high IQ society, provides a forum for intellectual exchange among its
members. There are members in more than 100 countries around the world.
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